Introduction
In the present article we deal with plane projective algebraic curves over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0.
It is well-known that the variety of irreducible curves of a given degree with a given number of nodes is non-singular [9] , irreducible [2] , and that each germ of this variety is a transversal intersection of germs of equisingular strata corresponding to all singular points [9] (from now on, speaking of a variety with the last property, we shall write T-variety, or variety with property T).
Our goal is a similar result for curves with nodes and ordinary cusps. Let V{d, m, k) denote the set of irreducible curves of degree d with m nodes and k cusps as their only singularities.
• It is known (see [5] , [6] ) that V(d^m^k) = 0 if 9 5 -m+2k > -d 2 .
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• On the other hand (see [13] • If m + 2k <, aid 2 , where , be the space of plane curves of degree d. Let z be a singular point of F e P^. It is well-known (see [2, [9] ) that :
(1) if z is a node then the germ at F of the variety of curves <I> G P^, having a node in some neighbourhood of ^, is smooth, has codimension 1, and its tangent space is open in {<!> € P^ | z € ^};
(2) if z is a cusp then the germ at F of the variety of curves ^ G P^, having a cusp in some neighbourhood of z, is smooth, has codimension 2, and its tangent space is open in {<!> C P^ | (^ • ^)(z) > 3} (here and further on the notation (F • G) {z) means the intersection number of the curves F, G at the point z).
Hence the property T implies the smoothness of V(d, m, k) and the expected value of its dimension given in THEOREM 0.2. Further, it is wellknown [15] that V(d, m, k) is a non-singular T-variety, when (0.5) k < 3d. TOME 122 -1994 -?2 Generalizations of this fact to arbitrary singularities, given in [I] , [12] are based -in fact -on the same idea. The following conditions are sufficient for the smoothness of V{d^ m, k) and the property T :
2 (see [10] , [11] ), 81
and for the irreducibility of V(d, m, k) :
(see [10] , [11] ), zk < 3 (see [7] ),
The main idea of our proof is as follows. We have to prove the property T and the irreducibility for V(d, m, k). To any curve F e V(d^ m, k) with nodes z\^..., Zm and cusps Wi,..., Wk we assign two linear systems of curves of degree n :
First we show the non-speciality of Ai (d, P) for any F e ^(d, m, /c), which means according to the Riemann-Roch theorem that
On the other hand, Ai(d,.F) is the intersection of the tangent spaces to germs of equisingular strata at F in the space of curves of degree d, and (0.6) gives us the transversality of this intersection, or the desired property T. Then we show that, for any F from some open dense subset U C V(d^m^k\ the system A'z(d^F) is non-special. That implies the irreducibility. Indeed, first we show that an open dense subset of A^(d^F) is contained in V(d^m^k)'^ more precisely, it consists of curves of degree d having m nodes in a fixed position and k cusps in a fixed position with fixed tangents. Then from the non-speciality we derive that dimA^(d^F) = const, F G U, and that conditions imposed by fixed singular points on curves of degree d are independent. Afterwards we represent U as an open dense subset of the space of some linear bundle, whose fibres are A^(d,F), F e U, and whose base is an open dense subset of Sym^P 2 ) x Sym^P^P 2 )), where P(TP 2 ) is the projectivization of the tangent bundle of the plane.
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The text is divided into five parts : in section 1 there are some preliminary notions and results; in section 2 we present examples of reducible varieties or ones without property T; in section 3 we construct irreducible curves in Ai(7i,P), where n < d; in section 4 we prove the property T; and in section 5 -the irreducibility.
Preliminaries
Here we shall recall some notions and well-known classical results [3] , [14] , and also present some simple technical results needed below. Namely, we introduce a certain class of linear systems of plane curves and show how to compute their dimensions by means of linear series on curves.
Let S = (D^o ^W ^e tne g^d^ ril^g of polynomials in three homogeneous variables over the base field. We think of the space of plane curves of degree t as the projectivization P(S(^)). A linear system of plane curves of degree t is a subspace of P(S(^)). Let i=^BmcE t^O be a homogeneous ideal, defining a zero-dimensional subscheme Z C P 2 . This ideal determines a sequence of linear systems A(t) = P(I(t)), t > 1. Denote this class of linear systems by C. In other words, these are linear systems defined by linear conditions associated to finite many base points. It is well-known [3] that
where i(A(t)) > 0 is called the speciality index of A(t). If i(A{t)) = 0 then the linear system A(t) is called non-special. For a given ideal J, A(t) is non-special when t is big enough (see [3] 
If, for some n > 1, the system A(n) is non-special then A^n) is nonspecial.
Proof. -The systems A(^),A'(t) are non-special for t big enough. Take a straight line L G P(S(1)) not intersecting the zero-dimensional schemes Z, Z' associated to our linear systems. Let us embed the space P(S(n)) into P(S(t)), multiplying by L^-71 . Then :
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So, the non-speciality of A(n) means the transversality of the intersection of A(f) and P(S(n)) in P(S(f)). But this implies that A 7^) and P(S(n)) intersect transversally in P(S(t)), hence
what is equivalent to the desired non-speciality. Q From now on, divisor will always mean an effective Cartier divisor on a curve.
Let F be a reduced plane curve. For any divisor D on F and any component H C F the symbol D\n means the restriction of D on H. For any curve G the symbol Gp means the formal expression ^ n(P)-P, where the sum is taken over all local branches of F and n(P) is the intersection number of P and G. If P, G have no common components, Gp is the divisor on F cut out by G, otherwise we admit infinite coefficients in the above expression.
By D(F) we denote the double point divisor of the curve F. We omit its exact definition (see, for example, [14] ), but only list the properties used in the sequel. PROPOSITION 1.3 (see [14] ).
(
1) The divisor D(F) can be expressed as D(F)=^n(P)-P,
where P runs through all the local branches of F centered at singular points^ and the coefficients n{P) are positive integers. In particularn (P) = 1 for both branches centered at a node, and n(P) = 2 for a branch centered at a cusp.
(2) Let z be a singular point of the curve F and a non-singular point of some curve G, then (i) for any singular local branch P of F centered at z,
(ii) for any pair Pi, ?2 of local branches of F centered at z,
is an irreducible curve of degree d and geometric genus g(F)
then : 
D{FG)\F=D{F)^GF.
For any divisor D on F^ the symbol /^(n, D) denotes the linear system of plane curves of degree n
{^ | <^F >D^D(F)}.
It is clear from the definition and PROPOSITION 1.3 that Ai(n, F), A^(n, F) belong to this class. Also these systems belong to C. 
i=l THEOREM 1.7 (Riemann-Roch for curves (see [3] , [14] 
)). -For any divisor D on an irreducible curve F the dimension of the linear series \D\ is
The non-speciality of jCp^n^D) is equivalent to the equality in (1.9).
Proof. -Assume that F is irreducible. Representing Cp^n.D) as the span of \nLp -D -D{F)\ and F ' P(S(n -d)), we obtain
hence according to THEOREM 1.7 and PROPOSITION 1.3,
which is equivalent to (1.9). Also we obtain that the equality in (1.9) means i{D) = 0. Therefore, for all t > d,
On the other hand, for t big enough, Cp^t.D) is non-special. Comparing this with (1.1) and (1.10), we get that the equality in (1.9) means the non-speciality of Cp^ri, D). If F is reducible, combine the previous computation with (1.6).
let S be a subset ofSmg(F), and let H be a reduced curve containing S but not G. Let A^(t, F, S) be a linear system of curves ^ G Ai(^,F) such that S C Sing(^>), and ^ meets F at each cusp from S with multiplicity ^ 5. Then there is a divisor D on GH such that degD\G ^ m-\-2k, degD\^ ^ card(6' H K), for each component K C H, and, for all t > 1,

A^t,F,S)^CGH(t,D).
Proof. -We will construct the divisor D = ^ n(P) • P explicitly.
(1) We have to find a divisor D on G such that any curve from CG^.D) goes through each node and each cusp of F, and intersects a tangent line to F at any cusp with multiplicity > 2.
Let z be a node of F. Since G e Ai (n, F), then G goes through z. If G is non-singular at z we can put n(P) = 1 for the local branch P of G centered at z. If G is singular at z then we can put n(P) = 0 for all local branches of G centered at z, because in this case, according to PROPOSITION 1.3, curves from Ccit^ff) go through z.
Let z be a cusp of F. Analogously, G goes through z. If G is non-singular at z, then the local branch P of G at z is tangent to the tangent line L to the curve F at z. Put n(P) = 2. Now, since any curve from /^(p, D) intersects P with multiplicity > 2, the same holds for L. If G is singular at z, then either there is a singular local branch P of G centered at ô r there are at least two local branches Pi, ?2 of G centered at z. In^he first case we put n(P) = 2, in the second case we put n(Pi) = n(?2) = 1. According to PROPOSITION 1.3 any curve from CG^^D) is singular at z, and thereby intersects L with multiplicity > 2.
(2) We can obtain the second statement easily by combining the previous arguments with the Noether theorem. D
Non-transversality and reducibility
The upper bounds in the sufficient conditions (0. Proof. -The case p = 1 is well-known [15] . Let p > 2. It is easy to see that the curves H=F^+Gl,
2 ), where F^p, Gsp are general curves of degrees 2p, 3p respectively. A simple computation gives us :
According to [13] , for p > 2, there is a component of V(6p,0,6p 2 ) with dimension :
If p ^ 3 we obtain at least two components of V(6p, 0,6p 2 ) with different dimensions. Let p = 2. According to (0.5), V(12,0,24) is a T-variety, and hence has dimension 42. According to (2.2^ curves H = F^ + Gj form a component V of V (12, 0, 24) . Assume that V == V(12,0,24).
Let J be an irreducible curve of degree 12 with 28 cusps constructed in [13] . Since V(12,0,28) is a T-variety (see (0.5)), we can smooth out any four cusps of J, preserving the others, by means of a variation of J in the space P(S(12)). Indeed, since all 28 equisingular strata intersect transversally at J, we can leave four of them by moving J along the intersection of the others. So we obtain that J belongs to the closure of V, Proof. -Let 2^1,..., Zm be the nodes of F^ and let wi,..., w^ be the cusps of F. Let /z be the minimal integer such that Ai(/i,F) -^ 0. Then, Ai(/^-1,F) =0 implies
Main lemma
and hence where Go, Gi,..., Gr are generic curves of suitable degrees.
The rest of the proof is divided into five steps : in steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 we construct the curves (7i,..., Cy, in the fifth step we construct the curve <I>.
Let us do the construction of C\. Let H^ pass through ^i,...,2;p, wi,...,Wg and meet F at Wg+i,... ,Wg+i with multiplicities > 3. Let deg^i = /ii. The Bezout theorem gives :
Step 1. -Assume %i = 1. Let us find a curve C\ passing througĥ i,..., Zp, wi,..., Wq, meeting F at w^+i,.... Wq^ with multiplicities > 3, and not containing H^. This can be done under the following sufficient condition on fi\ = deg C\
" " h\ and, using (3.4), we can take and then we can take (3.6) ^<^+^.
Step 3. -Assume that there is a curve H[ 7^ H\ of degree h[ < fai, passing through wi,..., Wg, and that h^ is the minimal such degree. This minimality implies :
Then we put Ci = C[(H[} 2 .
According to (3.6)
Hence, using (3.4), (3.7) and the initial assumption h[ < hi, it is easy to compute Hence Gi contains H\^ because these curves meet at TT > degH^ -degGi points. Then there is a curve H[ G M not containing H\ as component, because the sufficient condition for this existence is
which is equivalent to 3/ii > 2.
Finally, let H'{ be a curve of the smallest degree h'[ meeting F at w^, % = hi{h[ -/^i) + 2,..., 9, with multiplicities > 3. By definition of h^ the number of these points is < h\ -
we have :
The last inequality is true in the case h\ < 3 too. In particular, H'{ does not contain H^.
Here we have from (3.4), (3.6), and (3.12)^i
because /i^ ^ 2/ii as it was mentioned above.
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Step 5. -Inequalities (3.2), (3.5), (3.8), (3.10), (3.13) and the definitions of n and a imply that the degree of any curve Rj, j == 1,..., r, defined by (3.3), is less than n. Now consider the linear system H, C-y,. .., Cr\ this is a subsystem of Ai(n, F). Also note that the curves Go,.. \, Gr do not go through base points of our linear system. Then we obtain'immediately from the Bertini theorem (see [3] , [14] ) that a generic member in the linear system (3.14) is reduced and irreducible. Thereby we can take this generic member as the desired curve <1>.
The property T
Let Therefore, according to PROPOSITION 1.2, it is enough to establish the non-speciality of C^{d, D), which will follow from
, and g(^) is the geometric genus of <^. Indeed, we have by PROPOSITION 1.3 and (4.2) :
Since n = [(y%o4-j)d] and OQ is the positive root of the equation
Then (4.4) implies (4.3) and completes the proof.
Irreducibility
We prove the irreducibility along the plan mentioned in introduction. Proof. -Since F e A^d.F) and any curve G e A^d.F) is singular at ^i,...,^yn, then the Bertini theorem implies that almost all curves in A-^{d^F) have nodes at ^i,...,Zy^, and are non-singular outside Sing(F). Consider the cusp wi € F. In some affine neighbourhood of wi we fix an affine coordinate system (re, y) such that w\ = (0; 0), and y = 0 is a tangent to F at wi. Then in this neighbourhood, F is defined by polynomial
and can be locally parametrized analytically (see [3] , [14] ) by To determine (G • F)(wi) we plug (5.3) into the affine equation
a^y =0
of G, and then compute the order of vanishing at r = 0 (see [14] ). Thus we obtain for curves G C Aa (c?, F) that :
Since F c As^.F), almost all curves in A^d.F) have affine equations like (5.2), that means they have a cusp at wi with the tangent y == 0. Now to complete the proof we should note that any curve G G V(d, m, fc) with nodes ^i,..., Zmi cusps wi,..., Wk and tangents T^F,..., T^F, belongs toA2(^F). Denote by V\ the set of curves G G VQ with maximal h. This is an open dense irreducible subset of Vo (see [3] ). Now denote by V^ the set of curves G G V\ with minimal dim'K(G 
N{K,H) = mm N^K^H'). K'^W{K)
At last, introduce We shall show that £^j<(d,D) is non-special. According to PROPO-SITION 1.8 and arguments from its proof, this is equivalent to
According to THEOREM 1.7 these equalities follow from :
According to PROPOSITION 1.3 and (5.7), inequality (5.8) follows from :
This inequality can be easily deduced from the definition of n and (5.6), because ai = -satisfies the inequality :
ai < (j +^/2o7)(|t -2^/2o7).
Analogously, by PROPOSITION 1.3 and (5.7) the inequality (5.9) follows from :
This can be easily deduced from the definition of n and (5.6), because a\ is the root of the equation where 1/3 is the finite covering of V^ corresponding to different choices of ^ 6(6 -h 3) + 1 points from the set Sing(G) D K (which might contain more than j 6(6 + 3) + 1 points). The tangent space to the fibre ^^{S) at the point (G, S) € ¥3 is contained in A^d.G.S) (see [2] , [12] ). Therefore (5.10) implies :
dim^-^) = dimYs -2(|<^ + 3) + l), hence v(V^) is dense in Sym 6^3^2^1^2 ). Therefore there is a curve G <E ¥3 such that, for any set S of ^6(6 + 3) + 1 points in Sing(G) ft K, no more than ^6(6 + 3) points of S lie on a curve of degree 6. But this contradicts the definition of the set Vs and the initial assumption that K D Sing(G) contains more than ^6(6 + 3) points, and thus completes the proof.
Step 2. -Consider the linear system A^(d,G,Smg(G)). As in the previous step, for any curve H £ "H (G) H TVi and all t > 1 we have
A3(t,G,Sing(G)) D C^H^D),
where D satisfies (5.7) for any component K C H^ hence A3(d, G, Sing(G')) is non-special.
Step 3. -As in the first step, the non-speciality of A^(d, (5, Sing( (7) 
